The Adventures of Super dog JD and the missing sheep

By: Lydia Guldin, age 6
Once there was a dog named JP. Until one day, he wanted to be a super hero.
He built a building and he called it Kibble Tower. He had some friends named Penny, T-Rex and Minny. Kibble Tower was the tallest tower in all of Dogtown.
Just then the Kibble Maphone rang ruff ruff ruff, and JP called himself Superdog JD. He quickly picked up the phone. It was Lydia and she really needed help because her sheep got out.
Super dog JD quickly ate up his kibble and got on his cape with Minny, Penny and T-Rex. Together they would get all the sheep back in the pen.
JP and his friends zoomed to Lydia's house. The sheep dogs said they would help shiff out the sheep. Minny said she would dig and the dogs started shiffing. T-Rex got the first sheep in sight and chased it into the pen.
Minny was digging and heard another sheep clip-clopping. She dug up and said "ha, the mouse won!" and put the sheep back in the pen. Superdog JP zoomed around, found the other sheep and put them back too. Then they all flew back to Kibble Tower for some kibble.
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